T the time the first scrolls from Qumran were being published and studied intensively a number of scholars believed to be able to establish a elose link between the author(s) of the Jewish Grundschrifl of the Teslamenls of lhe Twelve Palriarchs (=TXIIPalr) and the community of Qumran. They ca me to this conelusion on the basis of paralleis in content between the already published documents and the Greek Teslamenls and cherished the hope that soon Aramaic or Hebrew fragments of the original T X IIPalr would be discovered among the still unidentified or not yet discovered material. (1)
In the end these scholars were disappointed. The fragments 1Q21,1-60 published by J. T. MILIK in the first volume of Discoveries in lhe J udean Deserl (2) and the fragments belonging to 4Q213 TeslLevi a and 4Q214 TeslLevi b published or announced by the same scholar (3) elearly had to be assigned to the Levi-document (related to but by no means identical with T. Levi) wh ich was already known from the Cambridge and Bodleian Cairo Genizah fragments published by H. L. PASS and J. ARENDZEN(4) and A. COWLEY and R. H. CHARLES respectively, (5) and from the two additions found in the eleventh-century Greek manuscript Athos, Koutloumous 39 (= MS e) of T XIIPatr at T. Levi 2,3 and 18,2. (6) Although of a very different date, the Qumran fragments and the Genizah fragments partly overlapped and clearly represented the same document. Very interestingly, the two columns of a prayer of Levi partly preserved on the fragment published by MILIK in 1955 found a parallel in the first addition to the Greek MS e, of which hitherto no Aramaic counterpart was known. MILIK rightly used the Greek material in his reconstruction of the fragmentary text.
It is to be regretted that the 4Q-fragments of ((Aramaie Levi" (= Ar. Levi) have still to be published in Cull. At the Colloquium Biblicum Lovaniense 1976 J. T. MILIK told his audience that he was finishing a volume devoted to the Testament of Levi, at the same time announcing the existence of more manuscript material. (7) What is available, either from Qumran or from the Cairo Genizah, has been brought together by J. A. FITZMYER-D. J. HARRINGTON, (8) K. BEYER (9) and J. C. GREENFIELD-M. E. STONE. (10) Until everything that is known is also published all editions, translations and comments have to remain provisional, at least to some degree.
It is clear that the Greek fragments in MS e are an important witness for Ar. Levi. While not directly translated from the Aramaic fragments known to us, as is evident from the differences between the two groups of fragments where they overlap, they clearly go back to another Aramaic manuscript of Ar. Levi. (11) The Greek is of help in the reconstruction and
